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By Les Kelly,
Commodore

By Dale Giali,
Vice Commodore

hat a lot of enjoyable events on and off the water for
members of SeaGate Yacht Club so far this year.
And there is much more to come. From our Clubhouse
events to our Ensenada Cruise Weekend and our Cabrillo
Beach and Avalon boating cruises, and even our Duffy
cruise, it has been an eventful summer of excitement as we
continue to commemorate SeaGate Yacht Club’s 35th Anniversary.
The Progressive Dinner was quite a “trip” as hosts
Diane Kaplan, Rich Meier, Martha Baumel and Jan
McKnew started our trip with a Duffy “cruise” to Jamaica,
complete with steel drums and windy landing of the Duffys
in the park. Next, we moved on to the Club House to experience Rio, complete with Tango Dancers, Bali and Thailand and the swaying palms trees of the South Pacific. The
final stop, in French Polynesia, was hosted by Bob & Linda
Axel at their home, where everyone enjoyed scrumptious
desert pastries and after dinner drinks.
The Duffy Poker Run & Water Cruise, hosted by
Pat & Vaughn Jenkes, Cathy & Keith Liddle and Chris &
Gil Morris on August 20 took us around the Harbour. There
were lots of entertaining activities in the Duffys during the
Harbour cruise and in the Club House.
Our annual signature year-end water event, the Newport
Cruise and Raft Up at Bahia Corinthian Yacht Club, is
scheduled for September 23-25. Cleve Sproule and Mark
Arizmendi, veteran sponsors of this event, promise a great
weekend of activities and socializing. This is an event not
to be missed. See our website for more details and sign ups.
Thanks to the members who volunteer their skills and expertise to serve as hosts and offer their time to make these
events happen.
If you have not yet volunteered to host a party and
have an idea for a great event we do have opportunities for
you in 2012 and beyond. And we have a lot of “veterans”
who can offer help and guidance.
The Board of Directors, all volunteers too, offer
suggestions and provides guidance and support as may be
needed. Vice Commodore Dale Giali, who will be Commodore for 2012, and his First Mate Susan Westover, have
already been reviewing dates and possible events to present
to the Board of Directors in October. Dale will soon be
looking for volunteers to continue the exciting events for
2012. If you have a fun party idea, please contact Dale to
discuss and volunteer.

The worst thing in the world is to
try to sleep and not to.
F. Scott Fitzgerald

W

e recently set our anchor at Catalina’s Rippers
Cove for a long weekend. Sue and I slept on
the boat (the other 9 lucky people in our group got to sleep in
tents on shore). I use the phrase “slept on the boat” loosely.
Sue and I have discovered many things since we purchased
our boat, but none more surprising than how difficult it is to
sleep on it. Our boat is not large (32 foot cruiser), and I am
sure that most of what we experience is a function of the
boat’s size and configuration. But the thing is, I’m an Olympic caliber sleeper with a long history of being able to fall
asleep in record time anywhere notwithstanding lots of distractions and noise – except on the boat.
We sleep in the bow’s double v-berth – a perfectly
engineered stereophonic sound chamber that amplifies every
splish-splash that hits the hull. Unless the water is really
glassy, the noise made by water splashing against the hull
prevents any serious notion of sleep. When the water is not
calm, the movement of the boat itself will assure a sleepless
night if the splish-splash sound falls short of the task (which
it never has). Six years into boat ownership, we have yet to
experience the romance of being lulled to sleep by the gentle
rolling of the tide. If I feel the boat on a gentle (or, worse, a
not-so-gentle) roll, my paranoid thoughts that the anchor
won’t hold also serve to dash any hope of sleep.
A non-exhaustive list of other things that have kept
us awake include, in no particular order: leaving a mooring
wand bobbing in the water (instead of pulling it up on the
bow), as it will inevitably migrate to the side of the boat and
ping the hull all night; leaving the burgee on the rail mounted
pulpit staff, as the sound of the burgee waving in the wind
travels down the staff to the rail, down the rail to the stanchion, down the stanchion to the hull, and through the hull
right into my ear; the refrigerators, as they turn on and off all
night long; and the carbon monoxide monitor, as it is positioned perfectly so that its little green light shines right into
my eyes (to be fair, this was easy to cure – a dessert-sized
paper plate cover affixed with scotch tape).
We have tried several things to overcome the distractions and get to sleep – including ear plugs and nightcaps –
but so far a really sound night’s sleep on the boat is as elusive
as a unicorn. Please let us know if you have any better solutions.
Looking forward to leaving port often.

FROM THE
REAR

Jeff Specht
Rear Commodore
In today’s world be careful…or someone
could accept a low ball offer and you too…
could be a two boat owner.

A

s some of you already know Bonnie and I went on an
unexpected adventure this summer. I drove to San
Francisco on July 4th to look at a boat, and what a surprise,
the boat was not in the condition they represented. We
made an offer and OH NO!!! Now, we are a 2 boat owner.
A major highlight of our trip was to be able to visit
other yacht clubs and use their facilities. I was able to secure 2 burgees before I left. I am happy to report that our
Burgees are flying at Encinal YC and Morro Bay YC. We
were also able to visit Oakland YC, South Beach YC and
Santa Barbara YC. All of the facilities offered good food,
great service, clean restrooms and showers along with a
warm friendly club member or staff. San Francisco and the
Delta are truly fantastic with miles of beautiful waterways
but, we sure missed Southern California’s wonderful
weather. As Mark Twain said…”the coldest winter I ever
saw was the summer I spent in San Francisco”.
Before coming south our fixer-upper became a real
challenge. It should have taken 6 months to prepare for our
journey south, but with our time constraints we needed to
compress it into one month. It’s one thing taking your boat
to Catalina and something else coming home from San
Francisco. The trip south proved to be challenging from the
start. Just outside the Golden Gate Bridge we hit very
sloppy 10 foot seas and 25 knot wind gusts. Also, being
surrounded by tree size kelp beds caused moments of high
anxiety. The most challenging was the 30-35 knot winds
and 8 to 12 foot seas at Point Conception. After that it was
smooth sailing all the way home to Huntington Harbour. It
was a great adventure and I am very happy to be home with
our new family member.
BOATING TIP:
The cost for LED Lighting for boats has come
down. A good example is courtesy lights in the cockpit and
walkways. A standard 3 watt courtesy light can be replaced
with a LED light with similar power and use only 1/10th of
the power. The bulb lasts 100,000 hours and should never
have to be replaced in our lifetime. The Perko 3 watt standard courtesy light costs $8.99 and the West Marine LED
companion way light #9265885 costs only $9.99. These
work great for Duffy’s too.

By Nat Pendleton
Can you believe it! Our former Catalina 380
Sailboat, The NATSU, completed the 2nd leg of it’s
crossing of the Pacific Ocean from Honolulu to Vladivostok Russia on June 20, 2011.
The amazing solo journey was made by Dmitri
Danilov, the 35 year old Russian Icebreaker 2nd officer
who purchased the NATSU from us in April 2010.
Dmitri completed the 3,000 mile 1st leg of the solo journey from Long Beach to Hawaii in June 2010 and laid
over there for 10 months cruising with his family in Hawaii in the summer and returning to Russia in the winter while waiting for a favorable weather window.
The voyage of 5,100 miles from Hawaii to
Vladivostok lasted 64 days with one short fuel stop in
southern Japan. Winds of up to 60 Knots were experienced on three occasions, but overall the winds and
weather were favorable. The boat completed the journey
without any mishaps or breakdowns according to
Dmitri. We miss the old NATSU and are moving on
after 45 years of sailing. We were pleased to know that
the boat was able to make this great journey without
mishap and that our efforts and money spent to keep the
boat well maintained for the 10 years we owned it were
not wasted and that Dmitri got the benefit.
We are now both enjoying visiting our five
grandkids, retirement, and living the good life doing the
traveling we have always dreamed about..
Best Regards,

Nat

Cruise Directors
Diane Kaplan
&
Martha Baumel

Duffy Cruise Hosts: l to r Gil & Chris
Morris, Keith Liddle, Pat Jenkes,
Cathy Liddle and Vaughn Jenkes

T

he SGYC Poker Cruise clues were readily solved allowing
“Traveler”, the Tugboat skippered by Greg and Cathy Lee,
and nine Duffys full of cruisers ample time to enjoy a dazzling
afternoon on the water. Fortunately the shark seen nipping at the
aft section of “Happy Ours” did no serious damage. Oh, an inflatable? Does that mean the crabs weren’t real either, Caron and
Guy?
Envelopes were collected and onboard provisions devoured before returning to the Clubhouse for icy white Sangria
and frozen daiquiris, compliments of Rob Allen, and a lively
round of Poker presided over by custom-visored dealers Gil Morris and Bob McCormick. The Dixon’s “Watt a Miracle” crew beat
the competition with a miraculous straight to win Duffy cruising
music CDs. Gary and Arlene were also awarded a framed Duffy
sketch for the winning hand. Many thanks to our other skippers,
as well; Robin and Jean Clark, Rob and Cindy Allen, boat partners Marty and Susan Lipman and Merle McCormick and Mary
Shebel, Donna Degle, Bob and Pat Hoffman and Roger and Lyn
Wilhelm for helping to launch the revelry in grand style. Good
cheer abounded in the Harbour.
The afternoon light glowed on yellow Duffy sketch
placemats, seascape centerpieces and red tablecloths bringing the
Club colors theme alive as eighty lively guests embarked on the
serious task of having a grand evening. Delicious, continuous appetizers and buffet dinner refueled everyone for trendy Ship’s
Store shopping and action on the dance floor. Adding a DJ who
“knew what we like’ and gave line dancing lessons all made for
an evening that offered something for everyone. Evidence of energetic dancing is on the website. No disclaimers were filed.
Thanks to generous contributions from Duffy Inc., RED
Table Restaurant and the Ship’s Store, there were prizes under
every chair and raffle giveaways galore. Look for the T-shirts and
hats at upcoming events. Pat Reed liked her Burgee shirt so much
she displayed it in her kitchen slider window with advice to join
SGYC.
The festivities, hosted by Pat and Vaughn Jenkes, Cathy
and Keith Liddle and Chris and Gil Morris, were captured for
posterity by Cindy Allen and Les Kelly. Don’t miss all the details
and goings-on at the SGYC website.

O

ur first cruise stop at the jungle clearing (park) took on
the flavors of Jamaica with Smoking Blue Mojitos and
Calypso appetizers while soft breezes carried the sounds of
steel drums.
At the second stop on our cruise it was ”Welcome to
Bali, Viva Rio and Tastes of Thailand”. Our Cruise Directors Martha and Diane greeted guests. The tropics came
alive with the sound of steel drums, the taste of more Blue
Mojitos and pictures taken with “Krakerz” the parrot, in front
of a misty waterfall.
Fabulous food was served at stations overlooking the
pool. The main dining room tables were lavished with huge
glass cylinders of crushed coral, turquoise glass, and giant
banana leaves where tropical goldfish frolicked. Passengers
enjoyed our evening show starring Brazilian dancers who
performed a spicy salsa and a tingling tango.
After dinner, it was back into our tenders and on to
eventually drop anchor in French Polynesia at the home of
Bob and Linda Axel where happy cruisers gathered for coffee, liqueurs, and a variety of Polynesian dessert delicacies.
Thank you so much Bob and Linda for sharing your beautiful
home with all of us.
A big thanks to Dale and Susan Giali for organizing
the tenders to take us safely ashore. They took on a last
minute incredible job and saved the day with their expertise.
And where would we be without our House Chairs Rob and
Cindy Allen. The Progressive Dinner is a HUGE undertaking for them, providing and transporting liquid refreshments
for three locations. Thanks so much.
Thanks for decorating goes to Martha Baumel, Diane
Kaplan, Linda Cohen, Margarita (Martha’s housekeeper),
Jacob (Diane’s Grandson) and Rich Maier ( for your patience in trucking over half of the contents of our house).
Our fabulous cruise pictures were thanks to Les
Kelly, Tom Worden, Cindy Allen and Jan McKnew
Thanks for cleanup on Sunday goes to Martha Baumel,
Diane Kaplan, Jan McKnew, Sharon Courtway, Jacob
(Diane’s grandson), and Rich Maier.
What a successful event with 100+ passengers in
attendance. By all accounts a wonderful time was had by all.
*(FYI…. ALL fish went to good homes, including a
large fishpond for the majority of fish thanks to neighbors of
Linda and Bob Axel)

   
 
 

Above are photos of Rear Commodore Jeff Specht on the left at Encinal Yacht Club, Alameda, CA. In the
center Jeff is heading out of San Francisco Bay (bringing home his new boat) with the Golden Gate Bridge in
the background. On the right is a stopover at Morro Bay Yacht Club.

ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS:
SEND US YOUR TRAVEL PICTURES OR BURGEE EXCHANGE PHOTOS
WITH A BRIEF STORY AND SEE YOURSELF IN OUR NEXT ISSUE

Member Greg Lee exchanging
Burgees with the Channel
Islands Yacht Club

While visiting their daughter and family in Austin Texas, Staff Commodore
Mike Courtway & Sharon exchanged our duck burgee with Austin Yacht Club’s
road runner Burgee. Austin yacht Club is located on Lake Travis. The exchange
with Fred Ford, Building and Grounds Commander, was in July .

Tom & Jan McKnew
Tinh & Lam Nguyen
Ray & Jan Nagele
Jeff & Sharon Smith
Jim & Bett Walton
Tom & Jean Worden
Rob & Cindy Allen
Roger & Lynne Wilhelm
Mike & Glenda Kilbourn
Gary & Renell Gochman
Bill Heckeroth & Fonda Durham
Scott & Becky Mueller
Jim & Uta DeClerck
Ron & Kay Nelson
Bob & Georgie Bromley
Ron & Mona Jones
Michael & Marguerite McEntee
Rich & Dianne Rector
Ted & Linda Cohen
Shannon & Colleen Vinson
Cliff & Sandy Meier

9/2
9/3
9/5
9/9
9/9
9/9
9/12
9/16
9/19
9/24
9/24
10/1
10/12
10/15
10/16
10/17
10/19
10/21
10/25
10/27
10/30

Robert
Oscar
Christine
Peggy
Thomasina
Linda
Joe
Lari
Lisa
Larry
Barbara
Kaye
Errol
Kip
Ray
Imelda
Ronald
Patricia
Ron
Lynne
Cindy
Robert
Cheryl
Deborah
Donna
Donna

Hoffman
Brinket
Bates
Allison
Parker
Scholl
Smith
Thomas
Zia
Carone
Pazornik
Verry
Unver
Cyprus
Martin
Armstrong
Ferandelli
Kirk
Nelson
Wilhelm
Surridge
Axel
Arndt
Fairon
Gray
Degele

9/1
9/3
9/4
9/5
9/8
9/9
9/10
9/10
9/11
9/12
9/14
9/14
9/16
9/17
9/18
9/19
9/21
9/26
9/26
9/26
9/29
10/2
10/2
10/2
10/2
10/4

Jean
Marsha
Kim
Dianne
Jerry
Sheree
Jim
Marguerite
Wayne
Jan
Bett
Renell
Mark
Terry
Angie
Robert
John

Clark
Hendler
Davydovits
Rector
Cassidy
Novak
Childers
McEntee
Sawka
McKnew
Walton
Gochman
Daugherty
Parcell
Ferns
McCormick
Humphreys

10/4
10/5
10/5
10/6
10/7
10/9
10/11
10/11
10/13
10/14
10/17
10/18
10/21
10/22
10/25
10/26
10/31

Seagate Yacht Club has recently appointed long time member Dr. Mark Monroe as Fleet Surgeon.
Dr. Monroe has agreed to provide some relevant articles on medical issues related to boating
(and other situations). We will be featuring these articles periodically for information and
education on such potentially critical matters.
BEING PREPARED FOR BLUNT FORCE TRAUMA INJURIES IS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT
By Mark N. Monroe, M.D.
A good friend named Jeff (no relation to Jeff Specht, Rear Commodore) was injured while working on a racing sailboat
when a winch shattered and pieces slammed into his leg, causing a gash and a large painful bruise on his leg. Quick thinking by the
crew, and their prior first aid training, proved important to handling this unexpected situation. After five stitches Jeff was just fine.

Jeff and his crewmates’ quick thinking prevented a larger and more complicated hematoma, a pool of blood
underneath the skin. They applied ice packs to constrict the blood vessels and compression to stop the bleeding. They
did not try to move him in case the bone was broken. They got him to the hospital as soon as possible. It is very important that the wound is sutured in less than 5 hours from time of occurrence in order to reduce the chance of infection.
It is very important to keep your First Aid kit up to date, like your chemical ice packs. Make sure that your Tetanus vaccination is current. You should have one every 10 years even if you are accident free and every 5 years if you are
accident-prone. Make sure that the skipper of the boat has your medical history form before you leave the dock. You
can seal it in an envelope to maintain confidentiality. On my boat this envelope is opened only in case of emergency or
if the patient is unconscious.
Be careful out there and remember that safe boating is no accident…...Smooth Sailing

 

   

   
 
  

 

 

 
  
  
  
 
  

SeaGate Yacht Club
PO Box 1863
Huntington Beach CA

A Member
of the
Southern California
Yachting Association

2011 CREW
Les Kelly
Dale Giali
Jeff Specht
John Humphreys
Cindy Allen
Josef Davydovits
Joanne McCormick
Rob Allen
Kim Davydovits
Bob McCormick
Tom Worden
Joel Lander

Commodore
Vice-Commodore
Rear-Commodore
Jr. Staff Commodore
Secretary
Treasurer
Membership
House
Ships Store
Roster
Webmaster
Communications

Many thanks to those of you who contribute to
the Burgee. Thanks to Mike Courtway for the
biographies. Special recognition to our Webmaster Tom Worden, Secretary Cindy Allen &
Commodore Les Kelly for our
excellent website photos .
GO TO seagateyachtclub.com

